typerventions
are experimental lettering installations made from everyday
materials to spell out meaningful messages in public spaces.
The project thrives on the participation of typography
enthusiasts, and has so far created artworks in not only
Devanagari and Latin, but also in Bharati Braille. Since June
2012, typervention projects have been regularly featured in
TimeOut Delhi magazine.
Typography Day 2013 presents a unique opportunity to
facilitate a workshop for students and designers from around
the country, and across the world to work together on a
collaborative installation. Workshop facilitators, Kriti Monga
and Pooja Saxena, hope to share their passion and knowledge
of letterforms, and catalyze an artwork that reflects the essence
of Guwahati, and is representative of the city’s cultural ethos
and urban spirit.

Kriti Monga

Pooja Saxena

Kriti Monga is a graphic designer and illustrator in
New Delhi, better known for her side-projects in
hand lettering, typography installations,
illustrated diaries and sketchnotes performances.
She is the founder and creative director at
Turmeric Design. She is a Visual Communication
Design graduate from NID, Ahmedabad and in her
11 years of working experience, has held senior
creative direction roles at several organizations.
She is an occasional visiting faculty at NID and
NIFT and leads workshops on design and
typography.

Pooja Saxena is a typeface designer from New
Delhi. She has designed typefaces in Latin, Greek,
Cyrillic and Devanagari scripts, and recently
concluded an internship at Apple Inc. A graduate
of NIFT, she worked as a graphic designer before
pursuing her interest in type. She studied
Typeface Design at the University of Reading and
was awarded the Monotype Imaging Studentship
in 2011. In the past her research has been selected
for presentation at Typography 2010 and ATypI
Dublin 2010.

http://turmericdesign.com/
http://diaries.turmericdesign.com/
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http://poojasaxena.in/
http://poojasaxena.wordpress.com/
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www.typerventions.com
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1. “Petrichor”, made with evaporating water.
2. Floating installation in the reservoir in Hauz Khas Village.
3. Devanagari + Braille installation at Amar Jyoti School, based on
a couplet by poet Neeraj.
4. Lettering in henna.
5. “Quench”, spelled out using watermelon slices.
6. Installation in bird seed at Lodhi Garden.
7. Preparations for the installation at the Hauz Khas reservoir.
8. “Sheela ki jawaani”
9. Zauq’s couplet about Delhi recreated by materials in
Chandni Chowk.
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